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HUMAN RIGHTS AND GENDER ASPECTS IN UNITED 
NATIONS PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS MANDATES: HOW 
DID THEY SNEAK IN?
María AVELLO MARTÍNEZ1 
I.INTRODUCTION – II. MANDATES OF FINISHED UN PEACEKEEPING 
OPERATIONS BETWEEN 1995 AND 2018: HUMAN RIGHTS AND GENDER 
GAINING ACCEPTANCE – III. THE ONGOING PEACEKEEPING 
OPERATIONS AND THEIR INCLUSIVE MANDATES – IV. CONCLUSION
ABSTRACT: Human rights and gender issues within the framework of Women, Peace and Security 
Agenda have been introduced into the UN peacekeeping operations in different ways. Taking into 
account that these operations have not been foreseen in the San Francisco Charter, this article 
intends to reflect on the evolution of both aspects in the UN Security Council resolutions that contain 
the UN peace operations mandates. They are the ADN of the peace operations as legal basis of 
their deployment and include the objectives to be accomplished. In the actual multidimensional 
operations, human rights and gender related objectives have evolved to become a relevant part of 
peacekeeping mandates though their interaction is not always clear and their implementation under 
the protection of civilians’ umbrella could be compromised.
KEY WORDS: human rights, gender, peacekeeping operations, mandates, UN Security Council 
resolutions, protection of civilians.
LOS DERECHOS HUMANOS Y LAS CUESTIONES DE GÉNERO EN LOS MANDATOS 
DE LAS OPERACIONES DE MANTENIMIENTO DE LA PAZ DE LAS NACIONES 
UNIDAS: ¿DE QUÉ FORMA SE INTRODUJERON?
RESUMEN: Las cuestiones de derechos humanos y de género en el marco de la Agenda de Mujeres, 
Paz y Seguridad se han introducido en las operaciones de mantenimiento de la paz de las Naciones 
Unidas de diferentes maneras. Teniendo en cuenta que estas operaciones no se han previsto en la 
Carta de San Francisco, este artículo pretende reflexionar sobre la evolución de ambos aspectos en 
las resoluciones del Consejo de Seguridad que contienen los mandatos de las operaciones de paz de 
la ONU. Son el ADN de estas operaciones, la base legal de su despliegue e incluyen los objetivos a 
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cumplir. En las operaciones multidimensionales reales, los objetivos relacionados con los derechos 
humanos y el género han evolucionado para convertirse en una parte relevante de los mandatos de 
mantenimiento de la paz, aunque su interacción no siempre es clara y su implementación bajo la 
protección del paraguas de los civiles podría verse comprometida.
PALABRAS CLAVE: derechos humanos, género, operaciones de mantenimiento de la paz, 
mandatos, resoluciones del Consejo de Seguridad, protección de civiles.
LES DROITS DE L’HOMME ET LES QUESTIONS DE GENRE DANS LES MANDATS 
DES OPÉRATIONS DE MAINTIEN DE LA PAIX DES NATIONS UNIES: ¿COMMENT 
ONT-ILS ÉTÉ INTÉGRÉS ?
RESUMÉ: Les questions relatives aux droits de l’homme et à l’égalité des sexes dans le cadre du 
Programme pour les Femmes, la Paix et la Sécurité ont été introduites de différentes manières dans 
les opérations de maintien de la paix des Nations Unies. Compte tenu du fait que ces opérations 
n’ont pas été prévues dans la Charte de San Francisco, cet article vise à réfléchir sur l’évolution 
des deux aspects dans les résolutions du Conseil de sécurité qui contiennent les mandats des 
opérations de maintien de la paix des Nations Unies. Ils sont l’ADN de ces opérations, la base 
juridique de leur déploiement et ils incluent les objectifs à atteindre. Dans de véritables opérations 
multidimensionnelles, les objectifs relatifs aux droits de l’homme et à l’égalité des sexes ont évolué 
pour devenir un élément pertinent des mandats de maintien de la paix, bien que leur interaction ne 
soit pas toujours claire et leur mise en œuvre sous la protection des civils pourraient être compromis.
MOTS CLÉ: droits de l’homme, genre, opérations de maintien de la paix, mandats, résolutions du 
Conseil de Sécurité, protection des civils.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peacekeeping operations have been evolving along the last decades, 
especially from the end of  the last XX century to become multidimensional 
operations. It has been a response to the new challenges of  the present 
conflicts, where border or cease-fire monitoring are not enough to guarantee 
sustainable end of  the conflict and ultimately, peace. Human rights2, and 
2 There has been an evolution in peacekeeping to integrate human rights and gender related issues 
in these operations, that can be traced in following United Nations documents: S/1998/318: 
Secretary-General on the “Causes of  Conflict and the Promotion of  Durable Peace and Sustainable 
Development in Africa”, 13 April 1998, par. 50; An Agenda for Peace, A/47/277-S/24111, 
17 June 1992; the Vienna Declaration and Programme of  Action, 25 June 1993; Brahimi Report, 
A/55/305–S/2000/809, 21 August 2000, pars. 18, 41; A/59/2005, In larger freedom: towards 
development, security and human rights for all, 21 March 2005; DPKO, United Nations Peacekeeping 
Operations/Department of  Field Support. “United Nations Peacekeeping Operations. Principles 
and Guidelines”, New York, 2008; Ban-Ki-Moon, Un Secretary General, Human Rights Up 
Front Initiative, New York, 2014; A/70/95–S/2015/446, Comprehensive review of  the whole 
question of  peacekeeping operations in all their aspects, 17 June 2015; A/RES/70/262 y S/
RES/2282: Review of  the United Nations peacebuilding architecture, 12 May 2016.
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gender issues, framed in the “Women, Peace and Security Agenda” have been 
incorporated to the objectives of  the peacekeeping operations, acting mostly 
on Chapter VII mandates.
However, and despite of  the common rhetoric that places human rights and 
gender issues at the core of  sustainable peace3, not much attention has been paid 
to the way these two issues have been included in the peacekeeping operations 
mandates4. They are the legal and political basis that allow the development 
and implementation of  the agreed objectives of  each peacekeeping operation. 
Lately, their large scope has been noticed by both UN relevant actors, such as 
the Secretary General Antonio Guterres, referring to them as Christmas trees 
and the need to shrink them and make them more adjusted to the field realities. 
Also, scholars have wondered if  this era of  multidimensional peacekeeping 
with multi-faceted and multi-tasked peacekeeping operations is approaching 
the end5.
This article intends to explore and analyze how the promotion and 
protection of  human rights and also gender related issues in the framework 
of  the “Women, Peace and Security Agenda” from the Security Council have 
been incorporated into the mandates of  the United Nations peacekeeping 
operations. It is acknowledgeable that mandate implementation is not within 
our research scope, as our purpose is focusing on the mandates themselves: 
objectives non-defined specifically in mandates cannot be easily taken into 
reality.
3 Women, Peace and Security Agenda was inaugurated by the Security Council Resolution 1325, 
S/RES/1325 (2000), 31 October 2000; the resolution linked women to the peace and security 
agenda, intending to introduce a gender perspective to analyze war impact and consequences 
on women/girls, providing also for an active role of  them in peacekeeping processes. 9 UN 
Security Council resolutions followed and developed and enlarged the content of  Resolution 
1325, available at http://www.peacewomen.org/why-WPS/solutions/resolutions.
4 eScoBar Fernández, C., “Paz y Derechos Humanos: una nueva dimensión de las operaciones 
de mantenimiento de la paz”, en Cursos de Derecho Internacional de Vitoria Gasteiz, 1997, pp. 
47-102. ManSSon, K., “Integration of  Human Rights in Peace Operations: is there an ideal 
model?” International Peacekeeping, 13 (Issue 4), 2006, pp. 547-563. However, the Women, Peace 
and Security Agenda has not been included.
5 Security Council Report, Is Christmas Really Over? Improving the Mandating of  Peace 
Operations, 2019, No. 1, 22 February 2019. Available at www.securitycouncilreport.org, last 
seen in November 2019.
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Each peacekeeping mandate is a legal binding document adapted to the 
corresponding conflict and they should be interpreted individually. They are 
included in United Nations UN Security Council resolutions and approved 
unanimously6, once the Security Council has declared that the situation 
constitutes a threat to international peace and security7; consensus about situations 
of  possible human rights violations in a territory have not been easy in the 
present political period, despite the fact that the Security Council has used 
Chapter VII resolutions incrementally in time8 until becoming business as usual9. 
Not all these resolutions relate to peacekeeping operations, as Chapter VII 
includes also political missions under article 4110. However, mainly in the last 
decade, the percentage of  resolutions within Chapter VII scope is stabilized 
in 50% annually, showing a sustained increase along the last two decades. Our 
main interest lays in analyzing if  this increase in peacekeeping mandates also 
corresponds to the inclusion in them of  human rights and gender components 
and objectives.
Mandates should be “clear, feasible and respectful of  International Law”11 
as also encourages the Agenda for Peace, a relevant United Nations policy 
document that would include the core principles of  the new multidimensional 
peace operations. Our research has focused in the analysis of  the mandates 
of  the peacekeeping operations –not political missions– already finished from 
1995 until 2018. We have also excluded from our study the mandates of  the 
still existing classical peacekeeping operations, as mostly do not include human 
rights or gender related components12.
6 https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mandates-and-legal-basis-peacekeeping, last seen in January 2019.
7 Security Council Practice Acts, 1996-1999, pp. 1147. 
8 Security council, Chapter VII Resolutions and Resolutions by year, 2019, 25 pp. 
9 PatriK, J., “The Humdrum Use of  Ultimate Authority: Defining and Analyzing Chapter VII 
Resolutions”, Nordic Journal of  International Law, n. 78, 2009, pp. 309-342.
10 United Nations Charter, art. 41, https://www.un.org/en/charter-united-nations/.
11 ManriqUe de lUna BarrioS, A., “Los mandatos de mantenimiento de la paz y la protec-
ción de los derechos fundamentales en el siglo XXI”, Dikaion, n.17, Chia, Colombia, 2008, 
pp. 245-264.
12 Walter dorn, A., Keeping Watch: Monitoring Technology and Innovation in UN Peace Operations 
Traditional peacekeeping: Cases, Chapter 6, pp. 77-100. The present operations with a more 
classical peacekeeping mandate are following: United Nations Truce Supervision Organization 
(UMTSO); United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP); 
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Another aspect excluded corresponds to the gender related issue of  the 
sexual exploitation and abuse (SEA) carried out by the peacekeeping military 
personnel and civilian in some cases13. It is clearly one of  the challenges that 
the peacekeeping operations encounter regarding gender issues, but it is not 
properly within the activities mandated to them. It corresponds to the necessary 
ethical behavior that all those serving under United Nations should keep14. 
Despite of  the gravity of  this issue it was not until 2002 that such provisions 
were included in the PKO resolutions15. Further on, in 2003 the United 
Nations Secretary General issued a definition of  this concept in one of  his 
Bulletins16, stating a policy of  “zero tolerance” towards the conducts included 
in it. In the UN Security Council resolutions there is usually a standardized 
paragraph17 not included in the hardcore mandate that refers to this issue. The 
United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP); United Nations Disengagement 
Observer Force (UNDOF); United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL).
13 See BUchanan, E., UN Peacekeeping: Allegations of  Sexual Exploitation and Abuse—A 20 Year 
History of  Shame, International Business Times, Mar. 7, 2016, https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/un-
peacekeeping-allegations-sexual-exploitation-abuse-20-year-history-shame-1547581. There 
are also several reports regarding this issue, mainly related to the operations in Africa and 
in the Balkans. lUPi, N., “Report by the Enquiry Commission on the Behavior of  Italian 
Peacekeeping troops in Somalia’ (1998) 1Yearbook of  International Humanitarian Law 375; 
Human Rights Watch, “Hopes Betrayed: Trafficking of  Women and Girls to Post-conflict 
Bosnia and Herzegovina for Forced Prostitution” (2002); Martin, S., ‘Must Boys be Boys? 
Ending Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in Peacekeeping Missions’, Refugee International, 2005. 
UNHCR and Save the Children UK (UNHCHR/STCUK), Sexual Violence and Exploitation: 
The Experience of  Refugee Children in Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone, 2002; hiGate, Paul H., 
‘Gender and Peacekeeping Case Studies: The Democratic Republic of  the Congo and Sierra 
Leone” ,Pretoria, Gender and Peacekeeping, Institute for Security Studies, 2004, 91 Monograph 
Series; East Timor Institute for Reconstruction Monitoring and Analysis, “Commentary: 
International Security Forces and Sexual Misconduct’, The La’oHamutuk Bulletin (online), 
August 2001 http://www.laohamutuk.org/Bulletin/2001/Aug/bulletinv2n5.html; 
ledGerWood, J., UN peacekeeping missions: the lessons from Cambodia, Asia Pacific Issues no. 
11 (Honolulu: East-West Center, 1994), http://www.seasite.niu.edu/khmer/ledgerwood/
PDFAsiaPacific.htm.
14 United nationS, Ten Rules/Code of  Personal Conduct for Blue Helmets, New York 1998.
15 This resolution corresponds to the Sierra Leona PKO mandate and it is included in par. 15, 
at the end of  the resolution. See S/RES/1436 (2002), 24 September 2002, par. 15.
16 ST/SGB/2003/13, 9 October 2003, Section 1.
17 As an example of  this paragraph, the following corresponds to the MONUSCO PKO 
in the Democratic Republic of  Congo; see S/RES/1925 (2010), 28 May 2010, par. 15: “15. 
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development of  policies by the United Nations to address the cases has not 
yet achieved the complete eradication of  these behaviors, but State members 
are responsible for their military and police contingents and national tribunals 
should decide on each case ultimately. The analysis of  sexual exploitation 
and abuse in peacekeeping operations is an issue on itself  and exceeds the 
objective of  this article.
Initial and extension mandates have been analyzed following a “two-
steps” methodology: 1) semantic and quantitative search, based on the terms 
“human rights” and “gender” or “woman/en”;  2) a qualitative research, 
analyzing the previously extracted paragraphs of  the UN Security Council 
resolutions where these terms were embedded. In addition to these terms, 
we have also considered wider concepts such as “international human rights 
law”, “minority”, “sexual violence”, “discrimination” among others. The main 
limitation of  this methodology corresponds to other human rights or gender 
related areas that could be within UN peacekeeping operations mandates but 
not under this exact wording. However, this has been addressed as we have 
also included in our analysis those mandates where these concepts have not 
been found clearly, but where some functions that could be related to human 
rights or gender have been found. This is the case of  institutional reforms, 
such as police reform, training or capacity building.
The methodology has also studied the UN Security Council resolutions 
that include the peacekeeping operations mandates to trace where human 
rights and gender related issues have been placed. These resolutions have an 
introductory part -not numbered, followed by numbered paragraphs, where 
the core mandate is included. Human rights and gender related issues can be 
spread all over the UN Security Council resolution, but only when they 
are placed at the core mandate itself  its implementation can be ensured with 
adequate resources.
Requests the Secretary-General to take the necessary measures to ensure full compliance of  
MONUSCO with the United Nations zero-tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuses 
and to keep the Council informed if  cases of  such conduct occur”.
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II. MANDATES OF FINISHED UN PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS BETWEEN 1995 
AND 2018: HUMAN RIGHTS AND GENDER GAINING ACCEPTANCE
As Wood18 stated, UN Security Council resolutions use the preamble 
as a sort of  dumping ground where Security Council members relegate those 
issues that would not be deemed to approval if  part of  the core mandate. This 
assertion should be taken carefully in the case of  human rights. Our analysis 
of  mandates of  already finished peacekeeping operations (PKO) from 1995 
until 201819 shows that from 1995 until 1999, generic references to human 
rights are not to be found or are very scarce. But this pattern will be completely 
altered from 2001 on (Fig. 1) as 100% of  PKO are including at least generic 
human rights references –not in the core mandate– but in these preliminary 
parts of  the UN Security Council resolutions.
18 Wood, MC., “The interpretation of  UN Security Council resolutions”, Max Planck Yearbook 
of  United Nations Law, n. 73, 1998, pp. 86-87.
19 UNAVEM III: S/RES/1118 (1997), 30 June 1997; UNMIBH: S/RES/1035 (1995), 21 
December 1995; UNTAES: S/RES/1037 (1996), January 1996; UNMOP: S/RES/1038 
(1996), 15 January 1996; UNSMIH: S/RES/1063 (1996), June 1996; MINUGUA: S/
RES/1094 (1997), 20 January 1997; MONUA: S/RES/1118 (1997), 30 June 1997; UNTMIH: 
S/RES/1123 (1997), de 30 July 1997; MIPONUH: S/RES/1141 (1997), 28 November 1997; 
UNCPSG: S/RES/1145 (1997), 19 December 1997; MINURCA: S/RES/1159 (1998), 
27 March 1998; UNOMSIL: S/RES/1181 (1998), 13 July 1998; UNAMSIL: S/RES/1270 
(1999), 22 October 1999; UNTAET : S/RES/1272 (1999), 25 October 1999; MONUC: S/
RES/1291 (2000), 24 February 2000; UNMEE: S/RES/1320 (2000), 15 September 2000; 
UNMISET : S/RES/1410 (2002), 17 May 2002; MINUCI, S/RES/1479 (2003), 17 May 
2003; UNMIL: S/RES/1509 (2003), 19 September 2003; UNOCI: S/RES/1528 (2004), 27 
February 2004; MINUSTAH: S/RES/1542 (2004), 30 April 2004; ONUB: S/RES/1545 
(2004), 21 May 2004; UNMIS: S/RES/1590 (2005), 24 March 2005; UNMIT: S/RES/1704 
(2006), 25 August 2005; MINURCAT: S/RES/1778 (2007), 25 September 2007; UNSMIS: 
S/RES/2043 (2012), 21 April 2012.
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Fig. 1 Generic references to human rights in finalized peacekeeping operations 1995-2012
Source: Own elaboration based on finished PKO mandates
This means something more than being a dumping part of  the resolutions, 
especially if  we consider this factor together with those resolutions that 
do include human rights in the core mandate itself. In this regard, we have 
observed that from 1995 until 1998 only 23% of  peacekeeping operations 
included human rights related objectives in the core mandate20. However, after 
1998, there has been a significant change, as 82% of  them included them. 
Consequently, we can assert that specifically from 1998 there has been a 
significant increase in the presence of  human rights as part of  PKO mandates, 
both as a generic reference and as a core part of  the mandate itself. The fact 
that they have not been excluded from the preamble reinforces that they are a 
fundamental factor in today peacekeeping operations, at least from a mandate 
perspective, not its implementation, which is not our area of  analysis.
20 Ibidem note 19.
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the PKOs that possess and lack the express mandate of  human 
rights in the completed PKOs before and after 1998
1995-1998 1998-2014
Source:  Author based on the original PKO mandates21
An explanation to it lies in the evolution of  the peacekeeping operations, 
trying to adapt to the realities of  the new internal conflicts and to a certain 
“humanization” of  the Security Council, allowing for the protection of  civilians, 
considered to be a social issue, to become a security issue and a leit motiv of  
these operations, specifically including gender related aspects through the 
Security Council Resolution 1325 (2000) and its development from 2008 until 
present22. The massacre of  civilians in conflicts where the UN troops where 
present, such as in Srebrenica (Bosnia) or Rwanda and lately Sri Lanka have 
pushed the Security Council agenda into this direction, making human rights 
related questions a relevant factor for achieving the objectives embedded in 
the United Nations peacekeeping operations mandates.
In the case of  gender related issues, they have not been included in United 
Nations PKO mandates until the end of  the XX century, more specifically the 
Sierra Leona 2001 mandate extension23. This operation had been in place since 
1999 but the original mandate did not include gender related references. The 
1325 Resolution on “Women, Peace and Security” that inaugurated this Agenda 
within the Security Council dates from 2000. In this regard, this resolution 
seems very contemporary as it links human rights and gender related issues in 
21 Ibidem note 19.
22 BarBé izUel, E. “Contestación normativa y Consejo de Seguridad: la Agenda de mujeres, 
paz y seguridad o de la resolución 1325 a la resolución 2242”, Revista Española de Derecho 
Internacional, Vol. 68, No. 2, julio-diciembre 2016, pp. 103-131.
23 S/RES/1370 (2001) 18 September 2001, par. 4.
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its paragraph 4, stating the need to address the widespread violation of  the human 
rights of  women and children, including sexual violence ensuring that all human rights 
monitoring positions within UNAMSIL are filled. Usually in the mandates analyzed 
these aspects are included and drafted in separate parts of  the resolution.
This relation between human rights and gender related issues has initially 
experienced a similar development and evolution. Both human rights 
and gender issues were not expressly part of  the initial core mandate of  
peacekeeping operations; furthermore, as human rights were being integrated 
into the mandate activities, same destiny happened to gender issues, as the 
“Women, Peace and Security Agenda” found its echo in the Security Council. 
However, at present, it seems that human rights issues have taken advantage 
on gender, as they are present in most peacekeeping operations, while gender 
is not there yet (fig. 3)24.
Fig. 3. Relationship between the PKOs that possess and lack the express mandate of  
human rights in the completed PKOs before and after 1998.
Source: Author based on the original PKO mandates25
In terms of  the relation between generic human rights references and those 
that are part of  the core mandate, we have observed that there is a correlation 
between both in the initial PKO mandates. As Fig. 4 shows below, PKO where 
human rights are part of  the core mandate include also several generic human 
rights references in other parts of  the SC resolution. Consequently, it can be 
24 Graphs have been created from 1998, first date where human rights were part of  the core 
mandate, until 2018 and they reflect already finished PKO. Gender references date from 2001, 
but data are comparable as there is not significant variation regarding the analysis made, that 
sets the significant minor relevance of  gender related issues compared to human rights within 
PKO mandates. 
25 Ibidem note 19.
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asserted that both type of  references complements each other and contribute 
to the development of  a stronger human rights inclusive mandate.
Fig. 4 Generic and core references in the mandates of  the PKOs 1995-2018 ordered 
chronologically
Source: Author from the original PKOs mandates 1995-201826
Human rights and gender related issues in the framework of  the Women, 
Peace and Security Agenda have become operational in the mandates of  the 
United Nations peacekeeping operations from 1995 until 2018 as its evolution 
shows and they have done it in different ways: 1) surrounding the core 
mandates; 2) being placed at the center of  the mandates and finally 3) through 
its incorporation in the extensions of  the mandates.
1. Human Rights and Gender issues Surrounding the Core Mandate
There is no standard procedure or a unique way of  incorporating human 
rights or gender to the UN Security Council resolutions including peacekeeping 
operations mandates. They should adapt to the particular situation on the 
ground, but this should not prevent mandates from adding human rights and 
gender related elements repeatedly and steadily. These generic paragraphs 
usually call both parties in conflict to make the necessary efforts to fulfill and 
protect human rights within the territory. Monitoring mechanisms are usually 
included to this purpose although not always defining the operational aspect 
26 Same mandates as the one quoted in footnote 19.
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of  it, making it more difficult to be budgeted as these paragraphs do not 
belong to the core mandate itself.
An example of  this can be already seen in the United Nations Confidence 
Restauration Operation in Croatia (UNCRO) where an introductory paragraph27 
states the need to protect human rights by the police authorities and the need 
of  adding a monitoring mechanism to it; also, the peacekeeping operation in 
Eastern Slavonia (UNTAES)28, incorporates the convenience of   monitoring 
the compliance of  the parties involved to respect the highest standards of  
human rights and fundamental freedoms. However, this task should be carried 
out by a provisional police force to be created by the peacekeeping operation, 
as defined in paragraph 1129of  this SC Resolution. Also, this mandate sets 
up the need for Croatia to “remove legal obstacles and other impediments 
to two-way returns, including through the resolution of  property issues, the 
establishment of  straightforward procedures for returns”30.
Fundamentally, human rights have not been placed at the center of  the 
core mandate, but one paragraph below, indicating somehow that they are 
“principles/standards” more than applicable norms or operational tasks of  
the peacekeeping operation. Furthermore, the creation and development of  
a monitoring police force is a relevant and frequent task in United Nations 
peacekeeping mandates, and it involves human rights rand gender elated 
aspects, as international police monitoring should be done according to 
international human rights standards, especially regarding displaced/returned 
populations in conflict areas.31
Other types of  actions indirectly included in the original human rights 
mandates are aimed at the creation of  democratic institutions within the 
territory, among them specifically human rights related, as Ombudsman. 
This corresponds mainly to missions that hold administrative functions for 
a nascent state, as was the case of  Timor or is still today, that of  Kosovo. In 
the case of  the Transitional Administration Mission in East Timor, UNTAET, 
27 S/RES/981 (1995), 31 March 1995: introductory paragraph “Recognizing that major 
provisions of  the United Nations peace-keeping plan for the Republic of  Croatia (S/23280, 
annex III) […]”.
28 S/RES/1037 (1996), 12 January 1996, par. 12.
29 Ibidem, par. 11.
30 S/RES/1145 (1997), 19 December1997, par. 7.
31 Ibidem, par. 13.
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paragraph 8 refers to the need for the mission to consult and cooperate 
with the people of  East Timor to carry out their mandate and develop local 
democratic institutions, including an “independent human rights institution 
for East Timor”32. Again, we observe a generic reference to human rights 
outside the specific mandate.
Finally, another aspect in which generic human rights references can be 
found is regarding the training of  PKO staff, by recommending that mission 
personnel should have received adequate training in human rights. This has 
also been observed in the PKO in East Timor, where paragraph 15 states 
the relevance that UNTAET personnel receives training in matters such as 
“international humanitarian, human rights and refugee law, including child and 
gender-related provisions”33.
Generic human rights clauses have a positive aspect since, at least, they 
underline relevant aspects of  human rights in resolutions that create PKO, 
granting them some relevance. However, it would be convenient for this first 
“generic” stage to be overcome by other types of  resolutions in which human 
rights and gender issues are considered pillars of  the mandate, not simple 
rhetoric makeup.
2. Human Rights and Gender issues at the Hardcore of the Mandate
So far, we have been able to verify that human rights and gender issues 
are included through generic references in UN Security Council resolutions 
that host the PKO mandates. In this section we will describe one step further 
in the integration of  human rights issues in the hardcore of  the mandate, thus 
forming an indisputable part of  the mission and the main function of  the 
PKO. In this regard, the first United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra 
Leone (UNOMSIL) can be considered as a milestone in the introduction of  
human rights as part of  the core mandate.
UNOMSIL was established in the middle of  a serious humanitarian 
situation in 1998, as set up in the introductory paragraph of  the SC resolution 
that approves its mandate, trying to respond to the human rights34 violations 
and the humanitarian consequences on the population, including children, an 
specific mention not usually incorporated in mandates previously. The mandate 
32 S/RES/1272 (1999) 25 October 1999, par. 8.
33 Ibidem, par. 15.
34 S/RES/1181 (1998) de 13 July 1998, introductory paragraph.
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of  the PKO is divided between tasks attributed to military observers on one 
side and to a civil team on the other. Regarding the military observer, their tasks 
are described in paragraphs 6a) and 6b) and includes apart from monitoring 
the military and security situation and disarmament and demobilization 
of  former combatants, an special paragraph, 6c), specifically dedicated to 
“assist in monitoring respect for international humanitarian law, including at 
disarmament and demobilization sites, where security conditions permit”. It is 
the first time where such a task is included directly in the mandate. 
The civilian team also includes among its functions in paragraph 8b) “to 
report on violations of  international humanitarian law and human rights in 
Sierra Leone, and, in consultation with the relevant United Nations agencies, 
to assist the Government of  Sierra Leone in its efforts to address the country’s 
human right’s needs”. This mandate is relevant since it is the first time that 
the task of  monitoring compliance with International Humanitarian Law and 
human rights has been made explicit. In short, this mandate seems to resolve 
and centralize the lack of  systematization observed so far in the resolutions 
that created peacekeeping operations35.
The immediate consequence was that in the next resolution that created 
an increased peacekeeping force in the territory of  Sierra Leone in order to 
face the monitoring and compliance with the Peace Accords, the human rights 
component would play a leading role since its inception. UNAMSIL36 was 
created in 1999 with the purpose of  assisting Sierra Leone government to 
implement Lomé Peace Agreements. First reading of  the mandate37 could 
be interpreted as not enlarging the previous human rights related mandate 
significantly. It states that some of  the objectives in the core mandate are 
“to facilitate the delivery of  humanitarian assistance and (h) To support 
the operations of  United Nations civilian officials, including the Special 
Representative of  the Secretary-General and his staff, human rights officers 
and civil affairs officers”.
However, this peacekeeping operation will include a new element that 
somehow reinforces human rights at its core, the so-called protection of  civilians, 
framing this new operation in Chapter VII of  the United Nations Charter. 
35 S/1998/486, 9 June 1998, par. 24.
36 S/1999/1270, 22 October 1999.
37 Ibidem, par. 8g) and 8h).
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This expression means that “in the discharge of  its mandate UNAMSIL may 
take the necessary action […] within its capabilities and areas of  deployment, 
to afford protection to civilians under imminent threat of  physical violence”38. 
It is the first time that an explicit reference is made to the “protection of  
civilians”, which implies intervening in case there is an imminent threat of  
physical violence. In this sense, the protection of  civilians is an “umbrella” 
protection of  the basic right to life and physical integrity, basis of  other human 
rights39.
In brief, UNAMSIL mandate includes human rights and gender components 
in an unsystematic way: these are distributed in different paragraphs of  the 
resolution and not in number 8, the hardcore one. However, the inclusion of  
the protection of  civilians for the first time in a mandate constitutes a move 
towards a greater and radical protection of  human rights40.
Once human rights have been included in the core mandate, international 
peacekeeping operations under the United Nations flag will see an increase of  
these type of  mandates, where human rights and gender related questions will 
be put at the center of  the operation. Timor, Congo, Liberia and Sudan will be 
territories where this sort of  New Deal in peacekeeping will be set into practice.
UNMISET41 is an example of  PKO where human rights have been put at 
the core of  the mandate. It incorporates two novel approaches so far: focal 
points for gender and HIV / AIDS issues and, on the other hand, a Human 
Rights Unit.  Another important aspect that has not appeared so far is the 
mention of  internationally accepted human rights principles, which will be an integral 
part not only of  the training but also of  the capacity building that the mission 
should carry out according to paragraph 2. In this sense, it is unique that 
it relates to human rights principles and not to the International Law of  Human 
Rights, which would give clearly human rights more legal value in the mandate. 
The internationally accepted human rights principles have been chosen in order to 
probably soften the implementation of  the mandate regarding human rights.
The continuation of  this PKO, the integrated mission of  the UN in East 
38 S/RES/1270 (1999), par. 14.
39 Ibidem, par. 15.
40 cUrran, d., WoodhoUSe, t., “Cosmopolitan Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding in Sierra 
Leone: What Can Africa Contribute?”, International Affairs 83:6, 2007, pp. 1055-1070.
41 S/RES/1410 (2002), 17 May 2002, par. 3a).
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Timor, includes since its initial resolution and its first mandate a specific 
human rights component in paragraph 4g), 4i) and 4k) of  S/RES/1704 
(2006), of  August 2642, where direct mention is made of  human rights as 
an integral part of  the mandate. The task of  the peace operation will be to 
assist in strengthening the capacity of  institutions and society to monitor, 
promote and protect human rights. Coupled with this are the aspects related 
to the promotion of  justice and reconciliation, also incorporating a gender 
perspective into the mandate, something unusual to date.
Along the same lines as the two PKO in Timor mentioned above, the 
Congo mission initiated in 199943 and it incorporated a clear mandate in 
human rights and fight against impunity, along with staff  assigned to this task. 
The situation of  the vulnerable population is mentioned, separating human 
rights actions from the issue of  displaced persons and refugees which is 
framed from a “humanitarian perspective”, not a legal one involving claim 
and protection of  rights.
The functions of  the human rights component were also clearly defined 
in paragraph 5 of  the same resolution, something that had not been the usual 
practice until now. Among them is maintaining links with all parties to the 
ceasefire agreement to facilitate the provision of  humanitarian assistance to 
displaced persons, refugees, children and other affected persons, in addition to 
referring specifically to the task of  providing assistance in the protection of  Human 
Rights, including the rights of  the child.
Among these peacekeeping operations with specific human rights mandates 
we also place the PKO in Liberia, which ended in March 2018, being the last 
to be completed. Human rights had a preponderant role since its inception 
as, together with humanitarian assistance, they are one of  the four pillars on 
which the mandate44 is based. This is one of  the first PKO elaborated under 
the prism of  the “integrated approach” 45, which implies putting the different 
United Nations structures in the country under the same chain of  command, 
42 S/RES/1704 (2006), 26 August, par. 4g), 4i) and 4g). In par. 4i) the fight against immunity 
is introduced, setting up that the PKO should get involved in the assistance to the Office of  
the Prosecutor General to complete investigations in cases of  serious human rights violations 
committed in 1999. Gender perspective is also part of  the mandate, specifically in 4k).
43 S/RES/1279 (1999), 30 November 1999, par. 4 and par. 5 (e).
44 S/RES/1509 (2003), 19 September 2003, par. 3.
45 hUll, C., Integrated Missions-A Liberia case-study, Sweden, FOI, August 2008, 76 pp.
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including the peace operation. For this purpose, Country Support Teams were 
configured, which integrated different capacities and mandates in each of  the 
teams deployed in each province of  the country. Human rights work benefits 
from this joint approach, since many of  its activities can have a greater and 
more lasting impact when carried out in this type of  shared context. Although 
it was an “ad hoc” development of  the operation, it was a novelty and perhaps 
a way forward for the following operations.
Likewise, in the case of  Sudan, it can be observed that the specific 
mandate on human rights is established once the relevance of  human rights 
has been defined in two introductory paragraphs46. This introduction serves 
to subsequently include human rights as a part of  the operation’s mandate47. 
Thus, this includes, as in the case of  Liberia, support for the parties so that 
they can consolidate the rule of  law and human rights, directly related to the 
implementation of  the Peace Agreement. In order to make this objective 
possible, it is also expected that there will be an adequate human rights 
component in the field to carry out activities for the promotion, protection and 
supervision of  these rights. This can be considered as one of  the “pioneer” 
mandates to include in such a concrete way the need for a specific component 
in the area of  human rights.
In another section of  the mandate, the role of  the United Nations in 
this field is reinforced once again, stating that they must contribute towards 
international efforts to protect and promote human rights in Sudan48. And, at the end 
of  the resolution, a paragraph49 also urges to increase the number of  human 
rights monitors deployed in Darfur, once again reinforcing its operational 
relevance. In conclusion, it is pertinent to affirm that the mandate of  the 
Sudan operation is one of  the most inclusive in the field of  human rights as 
well as one of  the most reinforced.
3. Human Rights and Gender issues in the Extensions of the Mandate
The mandates of  peacekeeping operations must be adapted to the evolution 
that is being observed in the field. The United Nations Department of  Peace 
Operations is interested in the fact that, once an operation has been initiated, 
46 S/RES/1590 (2005), 24 March 2005, introductory paragraphs.
47 Ibidem, par: viii).
48 Ibidem, par. d).
49 Ibidem, par. 17.
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it will achieve its objectives. For this purpose, the Secretary General makes 
necessary recommendations in his periodic reports to adapt the mandates 
to the requirements of  each specific situation. This seems to be the most 
common situation in the PKO already completed that we are analyzing since 
1995.
Extensions seem to be the way to “adjust” original mandates to new 
situations not incorporated from the beginning of  the PKO but considered 
relevant afterwards. Sometimes, mainly when human rights are mentioned 
generically in the mandate, they usually are not considered “operational” 
initially; once the PKO has been deployed and it is effectively running it is 
when human rights are included more specifically.
As an example, in the operations in Croatia and in Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
the extensions of  the mandates include paragraphs affirming the need to 
strengthen the work on human rights. In the case of  Bosnia, some provisions 
are clearly introduced which, on the one hand, give the OSCE a key role in 
monitoring and reporting the situation of  human rights in the field, closely 
linked in this case, to the situation of  minorities. On the other hand, it urges 
the parties to the Peace Accords to collaborate with the national institutions 
responsible for human rights, such as the Ombudsman and the Chamber of  
Human Rights50.
These are provisions that reiterate requests already included in the initial 
mandates but emphasizing their lack of  compliance by any of  the parties. This 
is also the case of  the East Slavonia mission, where the Croatian government 
is reminded of  its lack of  compliance with human rights in general, including 
the rights of  persons belonging to minorities51. In this sense, the mandate and 
the necessary legislative indications seem clear. They are not called human 
rights, but they mention the right of  return of  refugees and displaced persons, 
as well as the law of  appropriation and temporary administration of  property 
of  Croatia, which seems to constitute an obstacle to the realization of  this 
right. In the case of  references to human rights, it is notable that these are not 
included in any of  the international human rights treaties, but rather that they 
“name” the possible rights.
50 S/RES/1088 (1996) 12 December 1996, par. 10.
51 S/RES/1120 (1997), 14 July 1997, introductory paragraphs, par. 4.
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In the case of  Angola, the first extension of  the mandate52 does not make 
a clear mention of  human rights and the possible violations that were being 
carried out by both parties, given that the conflict in its military phase was 
not yet settled despite the peace agreement. It is in the second resolution53, 
extending the mandate, when the Security Council emphasizes the importance 
of  strengthening human rights and the rule of  law. It does not establish a clear 
human rights activity, but it incorporates at least a generic recommendation 
stating the relevance of  human rights protection. 
UNAMSIL in Sierra Leona is also a relevant case of  how the extension and 
modification of  the original mandate incorporate elements of  human rights. 
In addition to extending the mandate successively in order to strengthen it, 
the Security Council also approved resolutions that, indirectly, sought to curb 
serious human rights violations. In this sense, the prohibition of  buying rough 
diamonds from the country, as well as the creation of  an International Court 
were steps in this direction. Thus, resolution S/RES/1315 (2000)54, establishes 
the creation of  an independent Special Court, given the circumstances of  
the country, with very serious crimes and a strong need to put an end to the 
situation of  impunity, which prevented national reconciliation and, ultimately, 
peacekeeping.
In short, the original generic mandates could be criticized for relegating 
human rights issues to those parts of  the UN Security Council resolutions 
that part of  the doctrine considers dumping ground55, such as the preambles. 
They include those issues that would not be acceptable in the operative and 
numbered part of  the resolution, such as human rights. However, and, on the 
other hand, the inclusion of  references to human rights in these generic parts 
also indicates the possibility that these issues will be dealt with later, through 
their development through the extensions of  the mandates so that their 
introduction in the “less operational” part of  UN Security Council resolutions 
does not necessarily imply that they are abandoned or later despised, but that 
they can be retaken and converted into main elements more easily.
52 S/RES/1190 (1998), 13 August 1998.
53 S/RES/1202 (1998) 15 October 1998, par. 11.
54 S/RES/1315 (2000), August 2000, pars. 2 and 3.
55 Wood, MC., “The interpretation of  UN Security Council resolutions”, Max Planck Yearbook 
of  United Nations Law, n. 73, 1998, pp. 86-87.
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In conclusion, the last operations initiated at the beginning of  the present 
century incorporate some examples of  reinforced and comprehensive human 
rights mandates, such as the operations of  Liberia and Sudan, either generically 
or forcefully in the original mandates or through the successive extensions of  
the corresponding operations. Gender issues in operations already completed 
have gradually strengthened their mandates, although to a lesser extent than 
human rights and limited to some specific aspects of  the Agenda for Women, 
Peace and Security such as issues arising from sexual violence derived from 
conflict. In the next section we will see if  both human rights and gender issues 
have become a sort of  a “model” for those peacekeeping operations currently 
underway.
III. THE ONGOING PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS  
AND THEIR INCLUSIVE MANDATES
The previous analysis has led us into the second decade of  the XXI 
century, since the operations have been extended until very recently, such as 
the Liberian one, that ended in March 2018. Therefore, we have been able to 
verify how initially there has been an absence of  human rights and gender 
issues in the mandates, to become slowly a sort of  a reality. One aspect to 
note is that, the operations currently in existence are those of  longer duration, 
if  we exclude the classic border surveillance operations. These more classical 
peacekeeping operations will not be the subject of  this study, since their 
tasks can be considered within the maintenance of  classical peace, which 
did not include aspects of  human rights or gender mostly56 and nor will we 
include MINURSO57.In this sense, among multidisciplinary operations, the 
one located in Kosovo has reached 20 years of  deployment. The case of  the 
peace operation in the Democratic Republic of  the Congo (MONUSCO) is 
also paradigmatic regarding the 23 years of  continued presence of  the United 
56 See note 12.
57 The United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara mandate excludes 
human rights, the exception that confirms the rule. The main objective of  the PKO is 
to hold a referendum in Western Sahara that has not yet been possible since its creation 
in 199. See caPella Soler, R., “Los Derechos Humanos, ¿un obstáculo para la paz en el 
Sáhara Occidental?”, Real Instituto Elcano, ARI 47/2011 - 08/03/2011. Available at http://
www.realinstitutoelcano.org/wps/portal/rielcano_es/contenido?WCM_GLOBAL_
CONTEXT=/elcano/elcano_es/zonas_es/ARI47-2011, last seen in March 2020. 
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Nations in a conflict territory, although we will only analyze the last phase 
since June 2010. Other operations to be analyzed began in the second decade 
of  this century, except for the one in Darfur -UNAMID- which began in 2007. 
If, as part of  the doctrine defends, to achieve success in a peace operation 
time58 is a relevant factor, it could be affirmed that the remaining active 
operations are born to remain still operational59. On the other hand, it could 
also be argued that the current operations with reinforced mandates are not 
obtaining the desired results, given that the conflicts in which they have been 
deployed have not only not been terminated, but, sometimes, as in the case of  
South Sudan, have resurfaced.
Next, we will conduct an analysis of  the mandates of  ongoing operations 
that include a reinforced human rights component; within these operations, we 
will address gender issues in the framework of  the Agenda for Women, Peace 
and Security. The Department of  Peace Operations states that, currently, of  
the 13 existing peacekeeping operations, six have human rights teams, together 
with five special political missions60. We will focus on the analysis of  the six 
peacekeeping operations under Chapter VII of  the Charter, which include 
human rights and gender issues since their inception in their original mandates.
We have identified among these operations following patterns that 
somehow confirm the evolution of  UN peacekeeping operation mandates 
towards an integration of  human rights and gender related aspects conceived 
partly as foreseen in the Women, Peace and Security Agenda. In this regard, 
three aspects could be highlighted. First, in these six peacekeeping operations 
human rights and gender are clearly introduced in the core mandate, only one 
exception, UNMIK in Kosovo- no gender.
58 KoKo, J. l., & eSSiS, eSSoh J. M. c., Determinants of  success in UN peacekeeping operations, 
Lanham, University Press of  America, 2012, 114 pp. 
59 S/RES/2350 (2017): The situation in Haiti (MINUJUSTH) 13 April 2017. S/RES/1925 
(2010): The situation in the Democratic Republic of  Congo (MONUSCO), 28 May 2010. 
S/RES/1244 (1999): The humanitarian situation in Kosovo (UNMIK), 10 June 1999. S/
RES/2149 (2014): The situation in the Central African Republic (MINUSCA), 10 April 2014. 
S/RES/2100 (2013): The situation in Mali (MINUSMA), 25 April 2013. S/RES/2164 (2014): 
The situation in Mali (MINUSMA), 25 de June 2014. S/RES/1769 (2007): Secretary General 
report on Sudan (UNAMID), 31 July 2007. S/RES/1990 (2011): The situation in Abyei 
(ABYEI), 27 June 2011. S/RES/2155 (2014): Secretary General report on Sudan and South 
Sudan (UNMISS), 27 May 2014.
60 DPO, https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/promoting-human-rights, last seen in May 2020.
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Secondly, all mandates are very detailed regarding human rights and less 
in gender related areas; in this regard, it is important to note that it has been 
already clearly stated by the doctrine61 that peacekeeping mandates have 
narrowed the Women, Peace and Security Agenda originated in Resolution 
1325 to aspects related to sexual violence derived from conflict. Some consider 
that peacekeeping operations have limited themselves to a sort of  add and stir 
gender issues, limiting them to include “more women” in the military troops/
police or to tackle sexual violence62.
There are few guidelines that allow PKO to operationalize this Agenda 
and the most recent one, dating from this present year, The Handbook for 
United Nations Field Missions on Preventing and Responding to Conflict-Related Sexual 
Violence63, is a very useful tool precisely oriented towards this aspect. Despite 
of  the fact that the Women, Peace and Security Agenda has been designed 
through policies that advocate for participation, protection, prevention and 
humanitarian assistance it seems that in PKO sexual violence has become the 
main priority, as our mandate analysis also show us. Some authors point out 
that the issue of  sexual violence has been developed widely by the UN Security 
Council resolutions developing the resolution 1325 (2000)64 preventing other 
areas, such as peacebuilding to do equally65.
61 KreFt, A.-K., “The gender mainstreaming gap: Security Council resolution 1325 and UN 
peacekeeping mandates”, International Peacekeeping, 24:1, pp. 132-158; KreFt, A.-K, “Gender 
and Peacekeeping: Progress and Challenges”, Blog Oxford Research Group, 2019, https://www.
oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/blog/gender-and-peacekeeping-progress-and-challenges, last 
seen June 2020.
62 SolhJell, R., “Sin mujeres por aquí. Discursos de género en las OMP de Naciones 
Unidas”, Relaciones Internacionales, Número 27, octubre 2014 - enero 2015, https://revistas.
uam.es/relacionesinternacionales/article/view/5239, last seen June 2020. Also, RodríGUez 
Manzano, I., “¿Más que víctimas?: una lectura teórico-discursiva de la Resolución 1325, 
relativa a las mujeres, la paz y la seguridad”, in Vázquez Gómez, E.M., Adam Muñoz, M.D., 
Cornago-Prieto, N. (Coords.) El arreglo pacífico de las controversias internacionales: XXIV Jornadas 
de la Asociación Española de Profesores de Derecho Internacional y Relaciones internacionales (AEPDIRI), 
Córdoba, 20-22 de octubre, 2013, pp. 1041-1054.
63 United nationS, The Handbook for United Nations Field Missions on Preventing and Responding to 
Conflict-Related Sexual Violence, 2020, 170 pp. 
64 BiGio J. and VoGelStein R., Countering Sexual Violence in Conflict, Council on Foreign Relations, 
Center for Preventive Action Women and Foreign Policy, September 2017, 48 pp.
65 reilly, N., “How Ending Impunity for Conflict-Related Sexual Violence Overwhelmed the 
UN Women, Peace, and Security Agenda: A Discursive Genealogy”, Violence Against Women, 
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Furthermore, other authors66 have highlighted that an excessive emphasis 
on issues related to sexual violence can harm an analysis of  inequality and lack 
of  access to human rights such as health or education, which also have even 
more perverse effects on women in conflict zones. As an example, trends in 
maternal mortality show that the highest rates correspond to conflict areas67.
Consequently, it does not seem that the Women, Peace and Security 
Agenda has been oriented mainly towards a human rights perspective, but it 
has focused more on aspects related to protection within an optic influenced 
strongly by International Humanitarian Law not as holistic as International 
Human Rights law. It seems that human rights related issues have been 
incorporated into the mandates but have not been mainstreaming into gender 
related issues, partly because of  the interpretation and development of  the 
Women, Peace and Security Agenda following a “victim centered” approach68.
Finally, we will analyze new challenges that emerge as these mandates 
incorporate human rights and gender related aspects as they collide with other 
objectives.
1. Detailed Mandates: Human Rights and Gender aspects  
at the Center of Modern Peacekeeping?
UNMIK in Kosovo is the exception that proves the rule. Human rights but 
not gender related issues have been introduced in the core mandate as a direct 
product of  its time, 1999, where the Women, Peace and Security Agenda was 
not still in place.  This is perceived in the language of  resolution 1244 which, 
on the one hand, authorizes the armed presence in the territory of  Kosovo 
and, on the other, establishes a Provisional Administration. The functions 
2018, Vol. 24(6), pp. 631–649.
66 charleSWorth, H. and chinKin, C., “An Alien’s Review of  Women and Armed Conflict” 
Scholarship of  Emeritus Professor Judith Gardam, StePhenS, D. and BaBie, P. (Eds.), RegNet 
Research Paper, Adelaide University Press, N. º 73, 2015, pp. 171-194.
67 WHO, UNICEF, UNFPA, World Bank Group and the United Nations Population 
Division, Trends in Maternal Mortality: 1990 to 2015, 2015, 92 pp. Available at 
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/194254/9789241565141_eng.
pdf;jsessionid=9C1E0B752838D401631AF7DE786CFB0C?sequence=1.
68 KreFt, A.; “The gender mainstreaming gap: Security Council resolution 1325”... cit., pp. 
132-158. Also BarroW, A., “UN Security Council resolutions 1325 and 1820: constructing 
gender in armed conflict and international humanitarian law”, International Review of  the 
Red Cross, Volume 92, Number 877, March 2010, pp. 228-232.
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of  this Administration are formulated in paragraph 11 of  the resolution69, 
including among them “j) protect and promote Human Rights”. It also 
envisages coordinating with other humanitarian aid agencies and achieving 
the “safe and free” return of  all displaced persons and refugees from Kosovo.
Taking into account the complex situation in relation to human rights70 
and gender issues that occurred in the province of  Kosovo, the mandate is too 
brief  and leaves place to developing the what and the how’s, though it could 
have defined them more clearly, incorporating at least the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), mainly responsible for carrying 
out the work of  institutional development, police training and the promotion 
and protection of  human rights71.
Furthermore, the other five peacekeeping missions analyzed have included 
thoroughly both human rights and gender within their core mandates although 
in all of  them except one, they are not usually formulated together. The 
exception is the UNAMID operation in Sudan, the United Nations-African 
Union Mission in Darfur72, that states73 clearly under the tasks attributed to 
“Rule of  law, governance, and human rights”, that the operation should “(v) 
ensure an adequate human rights and gender presence capacity, and expertise 
in Darfur in order to contribute to efforts to protect and promote human 
rights in Darfur, with particular attention to vulnerable groups”.
This mandate, that has been included in a preliminary report of  the 
Secretary General is clearly very detailed due partly to the fact that this is 
one inaugurates the so-called “hybrid operations” within the United Nations 
framework. This concept74 relates to operations where other organizations 
69 S/RES/1244 (1999), par. 11.
70 For a summarized vision of  the human rights situation in Kosovo a variety of  sources is 
available. BeUrtMan, K., Human Rights in Kosovo. Hum Rights Rev (2008). o’neill, W. G., 
Kosovo, an unfinished peace. International Peace Academy Occasional Paper Series, 2002, 157 
pp. BaceVich, A. J. and cohen, E. A. (Eds), War over Kosovo: Politics and Strategy in a Global Age, 
Columbia University Press, New York, 2001, 256 pp.
71 A/RES/55/179, 2 March 2001, Cooperation between the United Nations and the OSCE, 
par. 10.
72 UNAMID, Department of  Peace Operations, https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/
unamid, last seen in 31 March 2020.
73 S/RES/1769 (2007) 31 July 2007, par.1.
74 tardy, T., “Hybrid peace operations: Rationale and challenges”, Global Governance, n. 20(1), 
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intervene and are part of  the operations directly, as this is the case here of  the 
African Union. This is maybe one of  the reasons of  the detailed description 
of  tasks within the mandate, to guarantee the correct interpretation and ensure 
cooperation on clear matters between the two bodies of  the operation, the 
United Nations and the African Union.
MONUSCO, the peacekeeping operation in the Democratic Republic 
of  Congo, has structured its mandate in two main tasks: on the one side, 
protection of  civilians and on the other side, stabilization and peace 
consolidation. Human rights and gender issues are considered a protection of  
civilian task75 and include the protection of  the human rights defenders and 
the support to the State in order to guarantee an effective protection and the 
application of  the International Humanitarian Law and International Human 
Rights, including all forms of  sexual and gender-based violence.
Gender related aspects have been signaled both in the introductory 
paragraph of  the resolution76 as a reference to the Women, Peace and Security 
Agenda and in the core mandate, embedded in the general recommendation 
to apply and respect International Humanitarian Law and human rights. Also, 
in a brief  reference to the women protection advisers77, that are considered 
part of  the United Nations system-wide protection strategy in the country. 
The mandate has been renewed to reinforce human rights objectives78.
2014, pp. 95-118. One of  the characteristics of  hybrid operations according to this author and 
others is that they are granted their character by means of  a Security Council resolution. In the 
case of  Darfur, the intervention of  the African Union served to give some legitimacy to the 
political process in which there was opposition by the President of  Sudan to accept the PKO. 
The African Union would intervene with its troops and its work with the civilian population 
to facilitate the development of  the PKO.
75 S/RES/1925 (2010), 28 May 2010, par. 12a).
76 Ibidem, introductory paragraph.
77 Ibidem, par. 12f). In relation to Women Protection Advisers, please see: aBril StoFFelS, R., 
“El papel del/de la asesora/asesor de género en las misiones de paz en las que intervienen 
fuerzas armadas” en GriGnon, J. (Dir.), Hommage á Jean Pictet par le Concours de Droit International 
Hummanitaire Jean Pictet, éditions Yvon Blais, Québec, 2016; roBleS carrillo, M. (coord.), 
Género, conflictos armados y seguridad. La asesoría de géneros en operaciones, Granada, Universidad de 
Granada, 2012. Also the article of  the author: aVello Martínez, M.: “Asesores de género 
en las operaciones de mantenimiento de la paz de las Naciones Unidas: un instrumento de 
la agenda de mujer, paz y seguridad”, Revista Española de Relaciones Internacionales, 2019, no 10.
78 S/RES/2053 (2012) *, par. 17.
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As established in MONUSCO, the United Nations Mission in South 
Sudan, UMISS, created in July 2011, in South Sudan, places human rights 
related components under the protection of  civilians objective79, described 
in a wider context of  “support the Government of  the Republic of  South 
Sudan in exercising its responsibilities for conflict prevention, mitigation, 
and resolution and protect civilians”80, being human rights related mandate 
described as “(iii) Monitoring, investigating, verifying, and reporting regularly 
on human rights and potential threats against the civilian population as well as 
actual and potential violations of  international humanitarian and human rights 
law, working as appropriate with the Office of  the High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, bringing these to the attention of  the authorities as necessary, 
and immediately reporting gross violations of  human rights to the UN Security 
Council”.
The mandate was reinforced in 2014, as the human rights situation 
deteriorated81, prioritizing the new one the reinforcement of  the protection 
of  civilians82 “irrespective of  the source of  such violence, within its capacity 
and areas of  deployment, with specific protection for women and children, 
including through the continued use of  the Mission’s Child Protection and 
Women Protection Advisers”. Also, human rights have been put at the center 
of  the mandate83, but this time not directly under the protection of  civilians 
tasks. This detailed paragraph can be considered a novelty in the way it has 
been drafted, as the activities to be carried out are described in a concrete 
way, dedicating specific references to conflict-related sexual violence and grave 
violations against children, that need to be investigated and punished.
79 S/RES/1996 (2011), 8 July 2011.
80 Ibidem, par. 3b).
81 UNMISS, South Sudan, Human Rights Section, Conflict in South Sudan: A Human Rights Report, 
8 May 2014, 62 pp. This report prepared by the peace operation itself  highlights the violations 
of  human rights and International Humanitarian Law committed by both parties to the conflict. 
The situation also caused the African Union to become involved in the investigation of  the 
incidents, which also led to a report that emphasizes these violations. All this reconfigured the 
mandate to reinforce the role of  the protection of  civilians within the mission.
82 S/RES/2155 (2014), 27 May 2014, par. 4 a) i.
83 Ibidem, par. 4 a) vi. (b).
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Following mission mandate extensions84, more tasks were included under 
the protection of  civilians scope, as a reference to deter and prevent sexual and 
gender-based violence85 ; regarding human rights, tasks have been reinforced and 
increased to include monitor, investigate and report on incidents of  hate speech and 
incitement to violence86, together with increasing cooperation with all agencies and 
actors that are working in human rights in the country. The last extension of  the 
mandate took place on 12 March 2020 until 15 March 202187 and it intends to 
build upon previous mandates, including the support to the implementation of  
the last peace agreement called the Revitalized Agreement. Again, the protection 
of  civilians and the monitoring and investigation of  human rights violation are 
within the hardcore of  this mandate, including the creation of  an hybrid court 
for South Sudan, that would contribute to the fight against impunity.
Finally, both the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization 
Mission in the Central African Republic (MINUSCA) and the United Nations 
Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) fall 
into the category of  hybrid operations, integrating additional regional military 
operations to implement their mandate. Human rights and gender related 
issues have been incorporated into the core mandate of  these operations.
MINUSMA88 was created from the integration of  the AFISMA 
military operation, authorized by the Security Council in Resolution 2085 
of  December 20, 201289. The operation’s mandate include different tasks90, 
formulated in terms of  “stabilization of  key population centers and support 
for the reestablishment of  State authority throughout the country”, including 
the more political side that contemplates support “for the implementation 
of  the transitional road map, including the national political dialogue and the 
electoral process”. Following, the protection of  civilians and promotion and 
84 S/RES/2406 (2018), 15 March 2018.
85 Ibidem, par. 7.a) v).
86 Ibidem, par. 7.c) iii).
87 S/RES/2514 (2020), 12 March 2020. Special references are included in pars. 8a) and 8d) of  
the resolution.
88 S/RES/2100 (2013), 25 April 2013.
89 Ibidem, par. 7.
90 Ibidem, par. 16 a) and par. 16b). 
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protection of  human rights are incorporated as separated objectives, though 
complementary.
In terms of  human rights promotion and protection91, it is foreseen to 
deploy human rights officers that will be able to “monitor, help investigate 
and report to the Council on any abuses or violations of  human rights or 
violations of  international humanitarian law committed throughout Mali”, 
unifying human rights and sexual violence in armed conflict, that are put 
under the same umbrella of  responsibility. This unification of  human rights 
and gender related issues has not been a clear practice until the last existing 
peacekeeping operations, and we must signal the convenience of  it as it 
stands for cooperation between other components that could facilitate access 
to justice of  sexual violence victims. Furthermore, gender related questions 
are included in pars. 24 and 2592, mentioning the Women, Peace and Security 
Agenda resolutions and the relevant role that women should play in the efforts 
to bring peace to the country. It would have been more appropriate to frame 
the gender perspective within the introductory part but somehow it is a clear 
mention that serves to the same purpose.
MINUSCA, the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization 
Mission in the Central African Republic has also been launched93 after one 
existing operation called MISCA, the African-led International Support Mission 
in the Central African Republic. Paragraph 30 incorporates its mandate with 
a high, detailed number of  tasks to be performed94, and it can be considered 
a real example of  multidimensional operation including human rights and 
gender related aspects. A specific mandate for the promotion and protection 
of  human rights has been introduced, incorporating some fundamental tasks 
of  assistance both to the State and to information and monitoring of  violations 
91 Ibidem, par. 16 d) “(d) Promotion and protection of  human rights
92 S/RES/2100 (2013), 25 April 2013, par. 24.
93 S/RES/2149 (2014), April 2014, par. 21.
94 Ibidem, par. 30. The resolution includes following aspects, describing clear tasks for each 
of  them: protection of  civilians, support for the implementation of  the transition process, 
including efforts in favor of  the extension of  State authority and preservation of  territorial 
integrity, facilitation of  the immediate, full, safe and unhindered delivery of  humanitarian 
assistance, protection of  the United Nations, promotion and protection of  human rights, 
support for national and international justice and the rule of  law and disarmament, 
demobilization, reintegration (DDR) and repatriation (DDRR).
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of  international humanitarian law and abuses and violations of  human rights, 
with special reference to those carried out by armed groups. Human rights 
observers will be the instrument in charge of  implementing this mandate95.
Gender related aspects have been included transversally as par. 35 indicates, 
stating that MINUSCA should “take fully into account gender considerations 
as a cross-cutting issue throughout its mandate”, mentioning specifically that 
this perspective should be applied in following: “ensuring the full and effective 
participation, involvement and representation of  women in all spheres and at 
all levels, including in stabilization activities, security sector reform and DDR 
and DDRR processes, as well as in the national political dialogue and electoral 
processes”. For achieving this objective, it would be necessary to incorporate, 
inter alia, gender advisers.
This formulation is certainly a novelty among mandates, and it shows how 
the Women, Peace and Security Agenda could be considered in peacekeeping 
operations. However, there is a shortage too: it has not been formulated 
within the core mandate paragraph. The lack of  effective gender related tasks 
within the mandate has been resolved operationally as indicated by the last 
report of  the Secretary General on the mission96. It shows how human rights 
and issues related to sexual violence are treated under the same category, 
jointly, including the protection of  children and sexual violence in conflict. 
Also, the extended mandate reinforces the implementation of  gender related 
objectives, as it recommends the “deployment of  Child Protection Advisers, 
Women Protection Advisers and Gender Advisers”97, specialized staff  able to 
mainstream gender throughout the peacekeeping operation.
It is highly relevant to establish accurate and comprehensive mandates 
that include a cross-gender perspective involving human rights work in it. 
This perspective is defended by several authors and also by United Nations 
personnel who occupy gender related functions in the field. The Gender 
Advisor of  the UN operation in Somalia has currently defended these types 
of  mandates, which make it possible to integrate and mainstream gender 
95 S/RES/2149 (2014), April 2014, par. 30.
96 S/2018/125, 15 February 2018, par. 51-56.
97 S/RES/2301 (2016), July 2016, par. 33a) ii).
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issues. If  the mandates do not expressly include these objectives, there will be 
no budgets that convert what has been devised into concrete realities98.
Last but not least the multidimensionality of  both MINUSMA and 
MINUSCA mandates is reflected in their strategies to reinforce a rule of  law 
state through fighting impunity. Both human rights and gender related aspects 
are included when designing strategies that tackle the fragility of  the legal 
systems in both countries and its strong consequences particularly on women.
MINUSMA has created a “Human Rights and Protection Division” 
within the operation that works together with the Ministry of  Justice and 
the Head of  Human Resources of  the Armed Forces, in order to monitor 
jointly the cases of  complaints regarding human rights. Therefore, even those 
detained by counterterrorism operations are monitored by the same system, 
establishing human rights guarantees99. In general, human rights are a relevant 
objective within the mandate in this operation, dedicating personnel and 
efforts to ensuring that they are inserted in all actions, including those that are 
motivated by the fight against terrorism carried out by the Sahel Group 5, as 
recently recognized by the MINUSMA Assistant Secretary General for Human 
Rights100. If  the work carried out by the military forces against terrorism is 
not completed with the passage of  those arrested by a judicial system, the 
peacekeeping operation will not fulfill its mandate but the opposite: it can turn 
against the operation itself.
Furthermore, the UN Office of  the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(OHCHR) maintains technical cooperation with the PKO and collaboration 
98 Interview conducted by María Avello, the author, with Ms. Shipra Bose, Gender Advisor, 
UN Assistance Mission in Somalia. March 14, 2018. The interview was conducted by Skype 
with a qualitative semi-structured interview methodology, which allowed the interviewee to 
contribute her point of  view on other issues not included in the previous script. This is not 
a proper peacekeeping operation, but it was established at the end of  one, with which the 
interviewee had also held similar positions in other PKO. In addition, the perspective of  
someone who has been able to closely observe the relevance of  the change of  mandates and 
that they incorporate gender and Human Rights objectives in them is of  interest.
99 https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/promoting-human-rights, last seen April 2020. 
100 Mali: Senior UN official calls for human rights and justice to be at heart of  fight against 
terrorism. Available at http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.
aspx?NewsID=22370&LangID=E, last seen in May 2020.
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is observed101, supported by other instruments of  the United Nations system, 
such as the Independent Expert from Mali, whose mandate has been renewed 
for one more year. In its latest report about human rights, there is growing 
concern about its deterioration in areas occupied by extremist groups102, but 
also some achievements linked to the establishment of  government structures 
dedicated in a specialized way to human rights, as well as the electoral law 
-which guarantees that 30% of  the electoral lists contain candidates within the 
various political parties for the 2018 elections103.
Another relevant area of  work regarding gender issues relates to training 
the Mali security and police forces together with the inaugurated dialogue with 
the arm groups in order to end sexual violence in conflict. One of  its relevant 
outputs was the coordination of  the visit of  the Special Representative of  
the Secretary General for Sexual Violence in conflict with this dialogue. It 
contributed to strengthening institutional structures dedicated to fighting 
conflict-related sexual violence104.
As said, MINUSCA has seemingly used this approach of  reinforcing the 
rule of  law through human rights and gender work within the PKO. The 
Human Rights Division of  MINUSCA, has worked in collaboration with the 
Office of  the High Commissioner on Human Rights (OHCHR)  and it has 
played a primary role in preparing the OHCHR report105 as it can serve as a 
deterrent for the perpetrators of  future violations, given that they are aware 
that there is a clear attitude to attack and end the existing impunity. Also, a full 
section of  this report is devoted to sexual violence derived from the conflict, 
internalizing the gender approach.
Additionally, MINUSCA has also developed a “Case Documentation 
Project” to fight impunity for violations of  international humanitarian law 
101 This materializes, for example, in the preparation of  joint reports –MINUSMA/OHCHR– 
such as the one mentioned in this report, A/HRC/RES/37/39, 5 April 2018.
102 A/HRC/37/78, 2 February 2018.
103 A/HRC/RES/37/39, 5 April 2018, par. 13.
104 A/71/690, 14 December 2016, par. 25.
105 OHCHR: Report of  the Mapping Project documenting serious violations of  international 
human rights law and international humanitarian law committed within the territory of  the 
Central African Republic between January 2003 and December 2015, May 2017, 372 pp. 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Countries/AfricaRegion/Pages/CARProjetMapping2003-2015.
aspx, last seen in May 2018. 
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and human rights. The Bangui Forum106 agreed that issues of  impunity were 
a serious impediment to achieving the pacification of  the territory. The 
Prosecutor of  the International Criminal Court has launched an investigation 
in this regard, that resulted on the partially confirmation on 11 December 2019 
by the Pre-Trial Chamber II of  the charges of  war crimes and crimes against 
humanity, brought by the Prosecutor against Mr Yekatom and Mr Ngaïssona 
and committed them to trial107.
Currently and responding to this need to work on reconciliation through 
transitional justice, a special criminal jurisdiction has been created in the 
country to try to prosecute some of  the crimes committed or that may be 
committed against human rights. However, it is necessary to consider the 
human rights challenges108 that it will encounter, as they are broader than the 
mandate conferred.
In conclusion, it can be seen that the work undertaken by both the 
Human Rights Division of  MINUSMA and MINUSCA can be considered 
an example of  good practice, given that it condenses new approaches to 
multidimensional operations; in addition, this also includes human rights and 
gender perspectives and collaborating with the country’s government in order 
to create justice-based reconciliation, aiming to the desired stabilization and 
peace, the mandate’s main objective. Also, another element to highlight is the 
joint and coordinated work of  institutions external to the peace operation, 
responding to the concept of  “multidimensionality” increasingly present in 
106 S/RES/2301 (2016), July 2016, párr. 33b)(i).
107 International Criminal Court, Situation in the Central African Republic II, Article 53(1) 
Report, September 2014. https://www.icc-cpi.int/carII, last seen April 2020.
108 In relation to the extremely difficult human rights situation in the country both at the 
beginning of  the conflict and during 2013, before the establishment of  MINUSCA, there are 
several reports, both from the High Commissioner for Human Rights, as well as Amnesty 
International and Human Rights Watch. Below, they are quoted for informational purposes, 
in order to get an idea of  the enormous challenges of  the human rights mandate in such a 
territory: UN Human Rights Council, “Situation of  Human Rights in the Central African 
Republic”, A/HRC/24/59, 12 September 2013, par. 27. AI, “Central African Republic: 
Human rights crisis spiraling out of  control”, 29 October 2013, p. 16. HRW, “I can still smell 
the dead - The forgotten human rights crisis in the Central African Republic”, 18 September 
2013, p. 64. AI, “Central African Republic: Human rights crisis spiraling out of  control”, 29 
October 2013, p. 16. UN Human Rights Council, “Situation of  Human Rights in the Central 
African Republic”, A/HRC/24/59, 12 September 2013, par. 29.  
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current operations. Thus, both PKO collaborate with other specialized UN 
human rights agencies, mainly the UN Office of  the High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, and also in the case of  gender issues, with UN Women.
2. Challenges to the Human Rights and Gender related aspects  
in an Era where the “Protection of Civilians” prevails
In all these operations, it seems that human rights and gender related 
aspects as introduced by the 1325 Security Council Resolution are part of  the 
core mandates. It should translate in budgetary implications and in effective 
results. However, there are notable challenges to implementation that can 
be already observed as both aspects have been usually framed under the 
protection of  civilians perspective. Even when this has not been the case, 
protecting civilians still demands for armed intervention that can collide with 
the needed neutrality when working in human rights or gender related aspects 
in post conflict settings. 
The presidential statement from the 8521ª Security Council session on 7 
May 2019 on “United Nations Peacekeeping Operations” 109 reminds States 
of  the “efforts undertaken by the Secretary-General to mobilize all partners 
and stakeholders in support of  more effective United Nations peacekeeping 
through his initiative ‘Action for Peacekeeping’”110, clearly advocating for a 
realistic peacekeeping able to end conflicts and human rights violations in the 
territories where operations are working. In the same session intervened the 
MONUSCO Chief  in command, describing the complexity of  its mandate and 
the objective of  following an integrated approach throughout the operation, 
something that involves “changing the mindset of  all peacekeepers, civilians, 
military and police, who must comprehend the environment and evolving 
challenges, with civilian protection as the core mandate”111.
The hybrid model of  the Sudan peacekeeping operation has revealed itself  
as a complex situation given that the African Union scarcely contributes with 
economic resources or with sufficient experience in peacekeeping operations, 
109 S/PRST/2019/4: Statement by the President of  the Security Council, 7 May 2019.
110 United Nations, Action for Peacekeeping, https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/action-for-
peacekeeping-a4p, last seen in April 2020. 
111 SC/13800, Security Council 8521ST meeting (am), “Security Council Issues Presidential 
Statement Underscoring Key Role of  Peacekeeping in Promoting, Maintaining International 
Peace”, 7 May 2019.
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creating an asymmetric relationship with the United Nations that has not 
always had a positive impact on the development of  its mandate112, especially 
in human rights and gender related questions,  that has sometimes suffered 
from a lack of  coordination between the two organizations. The mandate has 
been extended successively113 due to the lack of  political solution to end the 
conflict.
Adding to this, there is a clear reference to the need to “comply with 
their obligations under international human rights law and international 
humanitarian law”114, stating also that there are “operational challenges”115 
preventing the fulfillment of  the mandate. Among them, it is clearly addressed 
the “visa restrictions targeted at some elements of  UNAMID, particularly the 
human rights section”, indicating the lack of  support for their work. That is 
why par. 15 of  the extended mandate makes clear reference to the support 
of  the peacekeeping operation to the protection of  human rights that the 
government and institutions of  Sudan should implement. For that purpose, 
the new mandate incorporates a reinforced mission capacity116.
Similar challenges are experience in the gender related tasks, also reinforced 
in par. 27117 of  the extended mandate, including through the swift deployment of  
Women Protection Advisers in order to deal with sexual violence derived from 
conflict. In this regard, it is needed to end up with the impunity attached to 
it, a challenging objective, as described in the last report of  the Independent 
Expert on the situation of  human rights in the Sudan118, as legislation is not 
suitable and even “create obstacles to the successful prosecution of  members 
of  the Sudan Armed Forces and those of  the national security agencies”. 
Through indirect policies, the government of  Sudan prevents effective human 
rights and gender related work, which indicates the real difficulties that these 
sections sometimes face in the context of  a peacekeeping operation.
112 SalaMa, D., “Is Hybrid Peacekeeping a Model of  Success? The Case of  UNAMID”, 
United Nations University, July 2016, available at https://unu.edu/publications/articles/hybrid-
peacekeeping-case-of-unamid.html, last seen in April 2020. 
113 S/2017/553, 29 June 2017.
114 Ibidem, introductory paragraphs.
115 Ibidem, Operational Challenges.
116 Ibidem, par. 15, vii).
117 Ibidem, par. 27.
118 A/HRC/36/63, 27 July 2017, par. 41.
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In the case of  South Sudan, there has been an extended mandate 
reinforcing human rights and gender related tasks and competencies119, but 
little progress has been seen in the pacification of  the new state. There is 
still great instability and the mandate of  the operation has not been revised 
“downward” in any respect. The consequences of  this emphasis on human 
rights/gender in the new mandate are not entirely clear, as the government 
keeps emphasizing that the United Nations is not acting as neutrally. The 
reluctant attitude of  government authorities to follow human rights-based 
policies is partly because they feel that the United Nations views government 
authorities and the opposition forces in the same way, rejecting the neutrality 
principle, basis of  peacekeeping operations.
IV. CONCLUSION
From 1995 to the present, a clear evolution towards a sustained integration 
of  human rights and gender issues in peacekeeping operations can be verified, 
the latter being later incorporated. Initially, peacekeeping operations included 
issues related to human rights in an ambiguous way and without specifying the 
necessary actions to be undertaken. Therefore, they were consequently located 
in those places of  the resolution “least binding” and not in their operational 
and programmatic part. However, it is noteworthy the relevant role of  the 
extensions of  the mandates, which have been one of  the instruments used 
to turn human rights into clear objectives, once the operation was launched. 
This way of  proceeding is a foretaste of  what would happen to peacekeeping 
operations deployed at the beginning of  the XXI century, where human rights 
have gradually been central to mandates, as is the case of  operations in Liberia 
and in Sudan.
Although human rights are incorporated to a greater extent in the existing 
multidimensional operations mandates, it is not the same with issues related to 
gender and the Women, Peace and Security Agenda. These are included in the 
mandates less frequently than human rights and focus mainly on actions related 
to sexual violence derived from the conflict. Gender mainstreaming is not still 
happening in the mandates that constitute the legal basis of  peacekeeping 
operations.
119 S/RES/2406 (2018), 15 March 2018.
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Likewise, the link between human rights and gender issues in the mandates 
has not been developed strategically or operationally. Both human rights and 
gender work in a peacekeeping operation relate usually to the same victims, 
since the sexual violence derived from the conflict involves a violation of  
various human rights and may even be considered a crime against humanity. 
However, it has been detected that both spheres work in different ways in 
different components of  the peacekeeping operations, which translates into 
non-complementary and also contradictory or fragmented information. 
Lately certain confluence has been observed in the mandate extensions of  the 
present peacekeeping operations in the African continent, as in South Sudan, 
Mali or the Democratic Republic of  Congo, mainly due to the severe human 
rights violations that are still happening despite the international presence. It 
is necessary to deepen the links between human rights and gender in post-
conflict societies, as a way of  channeling injustices and inaugurating new 
practices within the nascent State after the conflict.
Furthermore, both human rights and gender aspects as framed in the 
Women, Peace and Security Agenda are part of  ongoing peacekeeping 
operations, especially those in Chapter VII that include the use of  force 
to protect civilians. They have normally been categorized under the broad 
umbrella of  civilian protection, some including very detailed tasks regarding 
either human rights or gender. Furthermore, the cooperation with the Office 
of  the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has been 
institutionalized in the mandates itself  although not in its totality, aspect that 
would be desirable.
Finally, there are operational challenges in the implementation of  human 
rights and gender related aspects of  peacekeeping operation mandates, mainly 
regarding the difficulty to maintain neutrality in reinforced operations. In the 
peacekeeping operations in Sudan, South Sudan or the Democratic Republic 
of  Congo, having situated human rights implementation under the protection 
of  civilian’s tasks has not contributed to ease up the situation with the host 
governments. However, the operations in Mali and in the Central African 
Republic have separated human rights tasks from protection of  civilians, setting 
up a path for cooperation with national institutions and local communities that 
could alter the negative/unneutral assessment of  the peacekeeping operations 
by the host governments. The creation of  mechanisms that include sustained 
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work with institutions at the national level, as well as with local communities on 
human rights and gender aspects, undoubtedly contributes to the perception 
that peacekeeping operations are not agents supporting the armed struggle 
against insurgent factions, but neutral pacification actors. This is probably the 
path to follow and the effective way to protect civilians, not compromising 
peacekeeping principles.
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